WHEN it comes to golf-course hose, the best way to get greater "distance" for your maintenance dollars is to get the best hose you can buy.

That means Goodyear's famous Emerald Cord* Hose. It delivers so many seasons of faithful service that the somewhat higher first cost becomes an over-all economy.

The tough, long-wearing cover of this fine hose is made of a specially compounded rubber that resists cracking and splitting when exposed to the "frying effect" of hot sun. The wide, flat ribs afford protection against abrasion from rocks, walks, and trees.

And the carcass of Emerald Cord is reinforced with stout, double-braided cotton cords to protect against the strains of yanking, kinking and dragging.

If your regular supply house hasn't got Emerald Cord Hose write to: Goodyear, Akron, Ohio, or Los Angeles, California.

*Trade-mark of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
The most effective method of preventing the ravages of grubs and earthworms is by the use of lead arsenate - the recognized control.

Grasselli or NuRexform Lead Arsenate, due to their high killing power, suspension qualities and uniformity, are particularly suited for the job.

Order a supply today for application while grubs are actively feeding. Our folder, "Grub Control with Lead Arsenate," gives complete directions for use.

---

PAGE FENCE maintains right of way for club members — tournaments — exhibition revenues. Page Fence fabric is furnished in a choice of 3 superior metals meeting all atmospheric conditions.

Write for complete information and name of nearest associated PAGE FENCE distributor — one of 92 long-experienced members maintaining an expert consulting, cost estimating and fence erecting service.

PAGE FENCE ASSOCIATION
Dept. GM5, Bridgeport, Connecticut
America's First Wire Fence — Since 1883

---

'SAN-SHU'
RUBBER LOCKERROOM SANDALS
Soft, springy air-sponge rubber providing the last word in comfort, utility and smartness.

DE LUXE HEAVY SOLE $2.25 RETAIL

JUNIOR $1.25 RETAIL

JACKMAN SPORTSWEAR CO.
14 E. JACKSON BLVD. CHICAGO
"We have about three thousand dollars' worth of Toro machinery and spent little for parts last year. That's why we like it."

Carl Bretzlaff, Supt.
Meridian Hills
Indianapolis

Carl Bretzlaff, able Superintendent of Meridian Hills at Indianapolis, knows the best way to save money on mowing machinery is to buy it good in the first place and then look after it.

Pictured above is the fleet that he used last year, plus a new 1939 Power Roller and a Park Special Power Mower just purchased.

There is over three thousand dollars' worth of machinery shown in this photograph and some of the mowers are over ten years old. The parts expense last year was slight.

There are a good many Toro mowers working throughout Indiana that have been in service for ten to fifteen years. Their upkeep expense is low; their life is long. There is one safe way to save on mowing machinery and that is to pay a little more and buy a genuine Toro mower.

• • Write for Catalog • •

TORO MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
MINNEAPOLIS
MINNESOTA
**Curex**

for **BROWN PATCH**

An organic mercury compound. Will not shock or discolor turf. Constantly improved during the last six years, its efficiency has now been increased to a marked degree. Product of Curex, Inc.

**Curex Turfmaster**

for **BROWN PATCH**

Especially designed for light applications during midsummer. Contains plant food element for quick comeback after Brown Patch attack. Use with safety even before your most important tournament. Product of Curex, Inc.

**Magikil Ant Bait**

KILLS ANTS!

A 32 oz. can of viscous liquid with special applicator costs only $5. Order from your supply house now, and plan to use Magikil Golf Club Ant-Bait during the season. Product of Lethelin Products Co., Inc.

**Fungchex**

for Better Control of **BROWN PATCH**

A calomel corrosive sublimate mixture containing a special activating ingredient increasing efficiency of both materials; very voluminous; wide margin of safety when applied either wet or dry.

**Wood-Ridge Mixture '21**

for **Turf DISEASE CONTROL**

Used for many years from coast to coast by leading Greenkeepers to control large Brown Patch, Dollar Spot and Snow-mold on golf greens and fine lawns.

Your regular dealer can supply you. Write for literature covering the use of the above products.

The **Wood-Ridge Manufacturing Co., Inc.**

Wood Ridge, New Jersey

*Registered U. S. Patent Office.

---

**When you are**

**TREATING FOR BROWN PATCH,**

**KILLING WEEDS,** or

**APPLYING SOLUBLE FERTILIZER**

will you do it the quick, cheap, easy, modern way with an improved stepped-up time saving **Perfection One-Man Proportioner** or will you do it the slow, hard, expensive, old-fashioned way?

ORDER YOURS NOW AND SAVE

**For Sprinklers**

Demand the Original, large coverage, even distribution, lower pressure, lower priced, Reliable, Patented, Old Line **Perfection Sprinklers**.

Dealers everywhere or write

**Perfection Sprinkler Co.**

Plymouth, Michigan, U. S. A.

**Japanese Yew**

**The Aristocrat of EVERGREENS**

2 to 2½ Feet High. Balled and Burlapped

$5.00 F.O.B.

Fort Wayne, Ind.

**Evergreens**

Our Specialty

Catalogue on Request

**Ream Nursery**

Fort Wayne, Ind. R. 2
WHETHER it's men, dollars or mowing units—you are way ahead if you can get five to do the work of seven. AND—5 Pennsylvania Giant Fairways will do the work of 7 ordinary Fairway units. Cutting a swath within 2 feet as wide as regular 7-gangs, the Giant 36-inch Quint reduces mower maintenance costs by 29%. It also saves 20% on gas and power.

By using the Pennsylvania Giant Quint, golf courses in all parts of the country are cutting down their maintenance costs and getting faster work with less labor. Investigate the Pennsylvania line of Fairways and the Pennsylvania Super-Roller Greensmower, used on the world's finest courses to keep turf and budgets in good condition.

Write today for the New 1939 Catalog (shown at left) giving Facts on how to get better playing conditions at the lowest cost.

WE DO NOT MAKE TRACTORS

Having ourselves specialized to the exclusion of all other products we therefore believe that tractor and motor manufacturers are best qualified to produce tractors. That is why we discontinued selling them years ago. The Pennsylvania Fairway units can be drawn by any tractor you have or may wish to buy.
THE NEW
RAIN BIRD
SPRINKLER

THE OSCILLATOR ARM—forced outward by the stream and returned by the spring—sets up a striking or tapping driving force that is positive and steady. There is never any whipping or uncertain turning. No internal mechanism to interrupt flow. This insures maximum coverage.

Write for complete information.

For all states east of Colorado:
L. R. NELSON MFG. CO.
PEORIA, ILLINOIS

For states west of Colorado:
RAIN BIRD MFG. CO.
GLENDORA, CALIFORNIA

THEY CAN'T
COME BACK

WEEDS hit by Dolge Weed-Killer can't come back, because it gives you 2 shots at them. Acts on the foliage, strangling them. Acts on the roots: penetrates into the sap. That's what we mean by the double security of a 2-way kill.

Sprinkle Dolge Weed-Killer on your drives, walks, parking places — in sand traps — in the rough to kill thistles, nettles, briars — on tennis courts. Send for new Dolge Ground Maintenance Manual. It's FREE.

STANDARD

WRITE TODAY
FOR DETAILS!


"True-Vue" Flags and "Quality" Poles • "One-Piece" Putting Cups, Cup Setters and Extractor • "Cuts-True" Hole Cutters and Divot Repairers • "Six-Ball" Washer, Ball Rack and Retriever • "Aluminum" Yardage Tee, Green, Direction, Regulation and Entrance Markers and Signs • The "Agrometer," the green tester that tells what is under the surface.

STANDARD MFG. CO., Cedar Falls, Ia.
WORTHINGTON Utility Chieftain Tractors
Save you time, money and man-power

Worthington Dump Body Tractors are designed to give the golf superintendent an economical, fast, easily-handled unit for hauling sand, sod, fertilizer, etc., necessary in golf course upkeep. Without leaving his seat, the driver automatically dumps his load by pulling the dumping lever, and automatically rocks it back to loading position by starting forward and applying the brakes. Capacity 1 cubic yard; load 1½ tons. Speeds up to 32 m.p.h. Body height (52 inches) permits easy shovelling.

With the body removed (a quick and simple operation), the Worthington Utility Chieftain Tractor is at once ready for mowing and the driver has a clear view of the Worthington Gang Mowers hooked on behind. The power take-off and sickle bar are optional equipment.

For better ways to give your members a more playable, more attractive looking golf course, at less cost, investigate Worthington equipment designed by specialists in golf course maintenance machinery, as used by thousands of golf courses all over the world.

Tear out and mail this coupon today for our handsome new illustrated 26-page Golf Catalogue.
BUCKNER Quick-Coupling Valves

Give You Perfect Control of Water Consumption

- They are provided with Built-in Flow Control, enabling the operator to compensate for any increase in pressure.
- They are Self-Closing when the coupler is removed, absolutely preventing any leakage.
- They are Grit-Proof, Repackable under Pressure, Safe and Long-Wearing.
- They represent the result of over 25 years' manufacturing experience.
- Write us TODAY!

BUCKNER MANUFACTURING CO.
7658 So. Calumet Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

7280 Melrose Avenue
Los Angeles, Calif.

The HENRY BALL WASHER
Washes Golf Balls With Rubber

Eliminates brushes and preserves the finish on the golf ball. The new 1939 Rotary Squeegee, patented by HENRY, is made of pure gum rubber, called Latex, the toughest of tough materials, and still because it is tough and soft, it cleans a golf ball thoroughly without damaging its finished cover.

It is compact, attractive in appearance, and its housing of heavy gauge pressed steel will last a life-time. In performance it is superior to all washers on the market. You cannot afford to be without it. CHEAPER, BETTER, MORE EFFICIENT.

The HENRY can be attached to 1¼ inch pipe or post, and is made theft proof by the use of the Allen Set Screw. Every washer is equipped with a special Allen wrench and a snap for tee towel.

Solve your washer problems permanently by ordering your HENRY, direct, today. Dealers are invited to write for proposition

HENRY MFG. CO. 400 S. 7th Street
Milwaukee, Wis.

GOLF FLAGS

Direct from factory to you. Made from highest quality APEX brand bunting. Size 17"x18". Three eyelets and tapes for attaching to pole. CHAMBERLAIN flags excel in material, workmanship and appearance. Furnished in Red with white figures, Gold with black figures and White with red figures.

Any color, numbered 1-9 or 10-18
Price per set (9) $3.75
Any color, not numbered,
per set, $2.50

CHAMBERLAIN FLAG CO.
8628 ELMIRA AVE.
DETOUR, MICH.
CONDITION—depends on equipment

Fine putting greens are maintained in “championship” condition at hundreds of America’s finest clubs by the use of Ideal Power Greensmowers. The most skillful handwork can be duplicated economically.

This lightweight safe mower is made in two sizes 21” and 18” cut with seven-blade revolving cutters. They have rocking type adjustment, 6½” roller, hand lever starter, all metal grass catcher and exclusive belt drive. The engine is exceptionally quiet and vibrationless, yet has ample power to mow the heaviest fescue, bent or Bermuda greens as well as borders and approaches.

Write for complete catalog or demonstration. Also get the facts about the gang mower economies made possible by the 3, 5, 7 or 9 gang Ideal “Bulldog” Gang Mowers (illustrated above at right). There is no obligation.

IDEAL POWER LAWN MOWER CO.

446 Kalamazoo Street, Lansing, Michigan

New York Branch:
12 HARRISON STREET
New Rochelle, N. Y.

Canadian Distributors:
AIKENHEAD HARDWARE, Ltd.
17 Temperance St., Toronto, Ont.
ROTO-SPRAY "The Best Ever"

"The Roto-Spray is the best sprinkler we ever used...we congratulate you on this advance." So says the greenskeeper of a prominent Florida Golf Course.

"At Kansas City our greenskeeper saw and liked the Roto-Spray. Our trial order confirmed his judgment. Send us 12 more." From an Oklahoma Club.

The Roto-Spray is winning its way. It may be what you are looking for.

THE SKINNER IRRIGATION CO., 415 Canal Street, Troy, Ohio

A Post Card Will Bring Complete Information Without Obligation...

Every Greens Committee will welcome the good news the Peerless Mower Sharpener brings—that all cutting units are in perfect condition—that this year your Fairways will be the envy of Clubs for miles around. The PEERLESS sharpens all makes of power mowers and tractor units in half the time taken by ordinary methods. Attach to light socket. Simple to operate as A B C. Get the facts today. Send postal to...

THE FATE-ROOT-HEATH CO.
409 Bell St.
PLYMOUTH, OHIO

MANUFACTURERS OF THE Silver King GOLF COURSE TRACTOR